ONECLOUD FINANCIAL SERVICES
TM

A Foundation for Financial Services Success
OneCloud™ allows financial services
firms to access world-class computing and communications capabilities,
while reducing costs and simplifying
oversight reporting.

Evolve IP’s virtual private cloud environment offers performance,
compliance, and return on investment (ROI). From banks, brokerages, and
financial advisors to financial management and services firms, we help our
clients protect and grow their businesses.
OneCloud™ Financial Services provides cutting-edge solutions that allow
financial firms to streamline operations and satisfy auditors. Specifically, we
can help you experience:

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

• Simplified compliance and audits

•

Reduce the time and complexity

• Top-tier cybersecurity and risk management

of audits with detailed reporting

• World-class disaster recovery capabilities

functionality

• State-of-the-art customer communications solutions
• Reduced IT complexity and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

•

Ensure compliance with up-to-themoment cybersecurity standards

As a result, we’re trusted by more than 300 financial services firms across
the country and by over 1,500 clients worldwide.

• Demonstrate business resiliency with
regular disaster recovery testing
• Improve marketing and customer
service with a world-class contact
center

Integrated
Phone, Web,
Chat and Video
Communications

Security,
Compliance &
Audit Support

ONECLOUDTM

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Virtual Desktops &
Productivity
Software

• Create the ultimate communications
experience for customers, employees,
and prospects
• Provide users with secure any device,
any location, any time access to
desktop applications
• Enjoy unlimited scalability to
accommodate new branches and
organizational growth

To learn more about OneCloud
Financial Services, visit

www.evolveip.net
or call 877-459-4347

TM

Computing
Infrastructure with
Disaster Recovery

Customer
Engagement and
Contact Center

Why Trust Evolve IP?
One of the world’s fastest growing cloud strategy companies, Evolve IP
provides best-of-breed cloud solutions to more than 1,500 enterprises
across the globe and to more than 410,000 users. We provide services to
firms in virtually every industry with a long history of services to the financial
services marketplace.
Many of the world’s most recognizable brands rely on the company’s Evolve
IP OneCloud™ strategy to migrate multiple integrated cloud computing and
cloud communications services onto a single, unified platform including:
disaster recovery, contact centers, IP phone systems/unified communications,
virtual desktops, IaaS, and more.
www.evolveip.net

info@evolveip.net

877-459-4347

